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Impaired decision-making leads to the inability to distinguish between advantageous and
disadvantageous choices. The impairment of a person’s decision-making is a common
goal of gambling games. Given the recent trend of gambling using immersive Virtual Reality
it is crucial to investigate the effects of both immersion and the virtual environment (VE) on
decision-making. In a novel user study, we measured decision-making using three virtual
versions of the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT). The versions differed with regard to the degree
of immersion and design of the virtual environment. While emotions affect decision-
making, we further measured the positive and negative affect of participants. A higher
visual angle on a stimulus leads to an increased emotional response. Thus, we kept the
visual angle on the Iowa Gambling Task the same between our conditions. Our results
revealed no significant impact of immersion or the VE on the IGT. We further found no
significant difference between the conditions with regard to positive and negative affect.
This suggests that neither themedium used nor the design of the VE causes an impairment
of decision-making. However, in combination with a recent study, we provide first evidence
that a higher visual angle on the IGT leads to an effect of impairment.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Real-life decision-making situations are complex. People must deal with uncertainties in the context
of punishment and reward (Brevers et al., 2013). While experiencing an impaired decision-making,
people might purposefully make decisions that seem beneficial to them despite being clearly
disadvantageous. This also applies to artificial situations, such as training (Leder et al., 2019),
gaming (Oberdörfer and Latoschik, 2013; Oberdörfer and Latoschik, 2018), and gambling (Griffiths,
2017) in Virtual Reality (VR). In the latter example, impaired decision-making can lead to an attempt
to compensate for a substantial loss by making even more risky decisions in the next moves
(Gainsbury et al., 2014). A recent study revealed a higher risk potential of gambling games when
played in immersive VR (Heidrich et al., 2019).

Research has measured and analyzed decision-making using the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT)
(Bechara et al., 1994; Brevers et al., 2013) for more than 20 years. The task simulates real-life
decision-making featuring uncertainties with respect to assumptions and outcomes. During the
task, participants draw cards from four different decks. In the long run, two of these decks are
advantageous and two are disadvantageous. Typically, the number of advantageous minus
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disadvantageous cards drawn determines a subject’s decision-
making. In addition, analyzing the decision-making patterns
over the course of the task provides further insights into the
cognitive and emotional processes (Bechara et al., 2002;
Bowman et al., 2005; van den Bos et al., 2006). In a
previous study, we found an impairment of decision-making
when completing the IGT in immersive VR (Oberdörfer et al.,
2020). Our first realization of IGT VR directly integrated the
task into a virtual environment (VE). As a result, the two
conditions, desktop-3D and immersive VR, not only differed
in the medium used, but also in the visual angle on the
stimulus. Using immersive VR instead of a computer screen
increases the visual angle on the VE and hence on the stimulus
(Slater and Wilbur, 1997). A higher visual angle leads to an
increased emotional response to audiovisual stimuli (Gall and
Latoschik, 2020). As emotions can influence decision-making
(Bechara and Damasio, 2005), we hypothesized that this higher
visual angle was the true cause for an impairment of decision-
making (Oberdörfer et al., 2020). Additionally, our VE was
colorful, happy, and featured a high visual fidelity, i.e., an
aquarium scenario. This might have influenced a player’s
emotions even further and hence increased the impairing
effect.

Therefore, in alignment with the long tradition of determining
the effect of immersion on human factors, e.g., on emotion and
cognition (Visch et al., 2010), it is crucial to further investigate the
impairment of decision-making in immersive VR by testing our
hypothesis. This requires a twofold approach. First, the IGT needs to
be administered on desktop and inVRwhile keeping the visual angle
on the task the same. Second, the IGT needs to be integrated in VEs
that differ with respect to their emotional design. These two
experiments would facilitate an investigation whether
1) immersion or the visual angle on the task causes an impairing
effect and 2) the surrounding VE influences decision-making.

Contribution
This article expands the research on the effects of immersion on
decision-making. Following the identified research gaps, we
developed three virtual IGT versions. The versions provided
the same visual angle on the task but differed with regard to
either the degree of immersion, i.e., low immersion desktop or
high immersion VR, or design of the VE. The environmental
settings included our laboratory, a virtual replicate of the physical
laboratory, and a virtual forest as shown in Figure 1. In a novel
user study, we measured IGT decision-making as well as positive
and negative affect using the three versions. Comparing our
results, we found no significant impact of immersion or the
environment on IGT decision-making. We further found no
significant difference between the conditions with regard to
positive and negative affect. In combination with our previous
IGT VR experiment (Oberdörfer et al., 2020), this provides first
indications for a moderating effect of the visual angle on IGT
decision-making. A higher visual angle increases emotional
responses (Gall and Latoschik, 2020) and hence can directly
affect decision-making. This is an important insight. It
supports the advantage of using immersive VR for training of
decision-making in critical situations. Also, it indicates the
necessity to consider the visual angle on the game when
assessing the risk of an immersive VR gambling game.

2 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The gambling industry continuously invests in new technologies
to increase the attractiveness of gambling. To target young
individuals, gambling is provided in immersive VR (Griffiths,
2017). These new technologies might additionally increase the
overall risk potential (Armstrong et al., 2017). A higher risk
potential results in a higher chance to cause gambling related

FIGURE 1 | Comparison of our three IGT versions. Top left: IGT played on desktop in the laboratory. Top right: IGT played in the virtual laboratory. Bottom left: IGT
played in the virtual forest. Bottom right: IGT user interface for all versions.
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harm. Research already demonstrates an increased risk potential
of a gambling game when played in immersive VR (Heidrich
et al., 2019). Hence, it is crucial to investigate whether immersion
influences other human factors, such as decision-making, that
contribute to the risk of gambling in VR.

2.1 Iowa Gambling Task
The IGT is an experimental paradigm for measuring real-life
decision-making in a laboratory environment (Bechara et al.,
1994; Betz et al., 2019). Commonly, the results are referred to as
IGT decision-making. For more than 20 years, multiple areas of
research used the IGT to measure and analyze decision-making
and affecting factors (Chiu et al., 2018). For instance, induced
time pressure (DeDonno and Demaree, 2008) and a participant’s
gender (van den Bos et al., 2013) and age (Cauffman et al., 2010)
influenced IGT decision-making. Researchers further used the
IGT to analyze the differences between controls groups and
clinical populations such as cocaine users (Verdejo-Garcia
et al., 2007) and pathological players (Brevers et al., 2012,
2013). More prominently, researchers administered the IGT to
investigate the often underestimated effect of emotions on
decision-making (Bechara and Damasio, 2005). For example,
induced excitement showed an influence on the measurements
(Preston et al., 2007; Miu et al., 2008). Researchers also
administered the IGT to investigate the influence of emotions
and mood evoked by sequences of movies on decision-making
(de Vries et al., 2008; İyilikci and Amado, 2018). It was shown that
a positive mood can lead to a better IGT decision-making in the
first phase of the task (de Vries et al., 2008). Also, subjects in a
certainty-associated emotional state outperformed those in an
uncertainty-associated emotional state (İyilikci and Amado,
2018). Moreover, although not completely applicable, research
demonstrated an influence on IGT decision-making of subjects
suffering from anxieties when fear-relevant stimuli is displayed
on either the advantageous or disadvantageous decks (Pittig et al.,
2014). This is an important insight as it supports our research of
investigating the effects of the surrounding VE on the IGT
decision-making. The emotional design of a VE might
influence IGT decision-making.

Subjects begin the IGT with a virtual loan of $2000 and are
tasked with maximizing their virtual money by drawing 100 cards
from four different decks (Bechara et al., 1994). The decks are
denoted as deck A, B, C, and D and consist of 40 cards each in the
original version of the IGT (Bechara et al., 1994). Each card has a
concrete payout determined by a fixed win and loss schedule as
displayed in Table 1. The value and the frequency of
predetermined wins and losses result in decks A and B
seeming advantageous in the short-term but being
disadvantageous in the long run. In contrast, decks C and D
seem disadvantageous in the short-term but are advantageous in
the long run. Both advantageous decks lead to the same total
profit and both disadvantageous decks lead to the same total loss
as displayed in Table 2. This leads to a conception of risk in the
form of intertemporality (Singh, 2013). However, with regard to
the frequency of immediate reward and punishment, decks A and
C could be perceived as more risky whereas decks B and D could
be perceived as safe (Singh, 2013). Decks A and C feature a high

frequency of small losses. In contrast, decks B and D include
substantial losses at a low frequency. This results in the second
conception of risk in the form of frequency. The perception of
deck B being safe further can lead to the prominent deck B
phenomenon (Chiu et al., 2018). Subjects draw multiple cards
from this deck. Participants receive no further information
concerning the task itself, including the number of cards to be
drawn, or the underlying principles such as the fixed schedule of
wins and losses. As a result, the IGT simulates decision-making
featuring an uncertainty in the context of punishment and reward
(Brevers et al., 2013). The IGT showed to be robust in the face of
certain changes in its parameters such as using it in the original
40-card manual version (Bechara et al., 1994), 60-card
computerized version (Bechara et al., 2000), and computerized
version with a higher value contrast (Lee et al., 2014).

The Somatic Marker Hypothesis (Damasio et al., 1991; Bechara
and Damasio, 2005) has a high potential to explain this
emotionally influenced IGT decision-making behavior (Brevers
et al., 2013). According to this hypothesis, emotions can influence
decision-making and cause a person to make unfavorable
decisions. However, several studies demonstrated that the IGT
can be completed with the development of as well as access to
explicit knowledge and hence with cognitive processes (Maia and
McClelland, 2004; Dunn et al., 2006). In addition, research
demonstrated that healthy participants with a higher risk
attitude purposefully draw cards from more risky decks (Singh
and Khan, 2008). This results in a dichotomy of cognition-
emotion in IGT decision-making (Kahneman and Frederick,
2007; Singh, 2013). Therefore, while emotions have been
shown to constantly influence IGT decision-making (Heilman
et al., 2010), they are not the only factor contributing to a subject’s
behavior on the task (Dunn et al., 2006). This could lead to
emotions evoked by the rewards or punishments dominating the
first phase of the IGT and the cognitive system taking over for the
last phases of the task (Flores-Torres et al., 2019). This is in line
with the observation that the decision time strongly declines over
the course of the first two phases (Cella et al., 2007). In addition, a
person’s mood affects the IGT decision-making during the
second phase of the task (de Vries et al., 2008). A positive
mood leads to a better IGT decision-making.

An unimpaired subject completing the IGT typically
experiences four phases, or periods of card selection (Bechara
et al., 2005). These are the pre-punishment period, pre-hunch
period, hunch period and conceptual period. Subjects begin with
no knowledge about the distribution of advantageous and
disadvantageous decks (Bechara et al., 1997). They usually
prefer decks A and B during this pre-punishment period.
Around the 10th game round, after experiencing a few losses,
participants enter the pre-hunch period. Despite still not knowing
which decks are advantageous or disadvantageous, they begin to
develop a first hunch. Around the 50th game round, participants
enter the hunch period. In this period, subjects begin to show
minimal knowledge about the distribution of good and bad decks.
This leads to a more pronounced decline in the number of
disadvantageous cards drawn. Finally, participants enter the
conceptual period by game round 80. This period is associated
with the development of knowledge about the underlying
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TABLE 1 | Overview of the decks and their win and loss schedule. Values are in $.

Number of Card 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Deck A
Win +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100
Loss 0 0 −150 0 −300 0 −200 0 −250 −350 0 −350 0 −250 −200 0 −300 −150 0 0

Deck B
Win +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100
Loss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1,250 0 0 0 0 −1,250 0 0 0 0 0 0

Deck C
Win +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50
Loss 0 0 −50 0 −50 0 −50 0 −50 −50 0 −25 −75 0 0 0 −25 −75 0 −50

Deck D
Win +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50
Loss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −250

Number of Card 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

Deck A
Win +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100
Loss 0 −300 0 −350 0 −200 −250 −150 0 0 −350 −200 −250 0 0 0 −150 −300 0 0

Deck B
Win +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100 +100
Loss −1,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −1,250 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Deck C
Win +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50
Loss 0 0 0 −50 −25 −50 0 0 −75 −50 0 0 0 −25 −25 0 −75 0 −50 −75

Deck D
Win +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50 +50
Loss 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 −250 0 0 0 0 0 −250 0 0 0 0 0
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principles of the IGT. Subjects now express knowledge about the
distribution and the effects of drawing cards from the
individual decks.

The total number of advantageous minus disadvantageous
selections, i.e., (C + D)—(A + B), typically determines a subject’s
IGT decision-making (Bechara et al., 1998; Ernst et al., 2003;
Franken and Muris, 2005). The more advantageous cards a
participant drew, the better their decision-making is. Splitting
the results in segments of 20 draws each further allows for an
analysis of a subject’s selection patterns (Bowman et al., 2005;
Bechara et al., 2002; van den Bos et al., 2006). However, due to the
dual conception of risk, the IGT results can also be scored
according to frequency of preference for immediate
reinforcement, i.e., (B + D)—(A + C) (Singh, 2013).

2.2 Immersive Virtual Reality
Research already transferred the IGT to VR (Oberdörfer et al.,
2020). The study compared the selection patterns between
completing the IGT in high immersive VR and in low
immersive desktop-3D. Here, the virtual IGT realization
integrated the task in a high visual fidelity aquarium
environment. The results indicate an impairing effect of higher
immersion on IGT decision-making. This result aligns with a
similar study showing a negative effect of higher immersion on
the risk potential of virtual gambling (Heidrich et al., 2019). In
comparison to desktop-3D, wearing a Head-Mounted Display
(HMD) increases a user’s visual angle on the VE. With a higher
visual angle, the emotional responses to audiovisual stimuli are
increased (Gall and Latoschik, 2020). According to the Somatic
Marker Hypothesis, this would explain the results of the initial
IGT VR study. Using the immersive VR version instead of the
desktop-3D version increased the visual angle on the IGT.
Therefore, it is crucial to further investigate the potentially
negative effects of VR. The results might not only be crucial
for correctly assessing the risks of virtual gambling scenarios, but
also be important for researchers and developers of applications
targeting learning and therapy in immersive VR. A negative effect
on decision-making caused by the medium might potentially
affect the effectiveness, thus requiring specific assistance.

Determining the effect of immersion on human factors of VR
systems, e.g., on emotion and cognition (Visch et al., 2010), has a
long tradition. Immersion is “the extent to which the computer
displays are capable of delivering an inclusive, extensive,
surrounding, and vivid illusion of reality to the senses of a
human participant” (Slater and Wilbur, 1997). Immersion
depends on a system’s objective properties reducing real world
sensory inputs and replacing them with digital information. This,
for instance, is achieved by wearing an HMD. The objective
characteristic further describes possible actions within a given

system (Slater, 2009). Immersion directly influences presence
(Slater et al., 1996; Waltemate et al., 2018). Evoking and
maintaining presence requires a continuous stream of stimuli
and experience (Witmer and Singer, 1998) as well as a support of
sensorimotor contingencies (Slater, 2009). Presence, telepresence,
or place illusion describes the subjective sensation of being in a
real place despite being physically located in a different place
(Slater, 2009). Hence, presence indicates the perceived realness of
the virtual experience (Skarbez et al., 2017). In distinction to
presence, plausibility illusion describes the subjective illusion of
perceiving events inside a VE as real events (Slater, 2009). A high
degree of presence positively affects a user’s intrinsic motivation
for learning (Makransky and Lilleholt, 2018), enhances the
overall performance in a training scenario (Stevens and
Kincaid, 2015) especially when a high visual fidelity is
provided (McMahan et al., 2012; Ragan et al., 2015), and
increases the emotions experienced in a VE (Riva et al., 2007).

2.3 Emotional Effects of Virtual
Environments
External stimuli and their individual perception can evoke and
determine emotions (Plutchik, 1982; Ellsworth and Smith, 1988).
From an evolutionary point of view, emotions prepare the human
body to react to dangers and to social situations (Plutchik, 1982;
Lynch and Martins, 2015). Even awareness of virtuality cannot
suppress these instincts (Baird, 2000). Hence, the human brain
involuntarily reacts to virtual stimuli, e.g., the design of a VE, with
emotion and behavior (Reeves and Nass, 1997).

Aside from concrete events, the surrounding environment
is a prominent external stimulus affecting a person’s mood.
Research demonstrates that people feel happier outdoors.
Ranked by their impact, people prefer to be in 1) sea and
coastal regions, 2) mountains, moors, heathlands, 3) forests,
and 4) semi-natural grassland (MacKerron and Mourato,
2013). The desire for access to nature also affects the design
of everyday places. Cities benefit from various types of
vegetation that “create an atmosphere of lushness, green and
shade” (Botkin, 1997). Providing access to nature, e.g., window
views, plants, and landscapes, leads to a lower stress and higher
job satisfaction in working environments and a better recovery
of patients in hospitals (Ulrich, 2001; Dijkstra et al., 2006;
Dinis et al., 2013). Daytime environments are appraised as
significantly more pleasant than dark places (Toet et al., 2009).
Considering the light, people perceive warm reddish light as
pleasant, thus experiencing positive feelings such as
enthusiasm and joy (Baron et al., 1992; Knez and
Niedenthal, 2008). In contrast, a lack of windows in closed
rooms leads to anxiety and depression (Ulrich, 2001). The
feeling of being trapped induces feelings of isolation,
uncertainty, and anxiety (Steinmetz, 2018). With regard to
illumination, dimly lit environments evoke fear due to the lack
of visual information (Grillon et al., 1997; Niedenthal, 2007).
Also, people feel less relaxed and less pleased in cooly-lit rooms
(Baron et al., 1992).

These positive and negative effects of environmental
characteristics create the two extremes for the design space of

TABLE 2 | Overall win and loss for each IGT deck. Values are in $.

Deck A Deck B Deck C Deck D

Win 4,000 4,000 2000 2000
Loss −5,000 −5,000 −1,000 −1,000
Combined −1,000 −1,000 1,000 1,000
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VEs. By designing VEs within the margin of these boundaries,
either positive or negative emotions can be evoked and supported
in a user.

2.4 Summary
The IGTmeasures decision-making under the circumstance of an
uncertainty in the context of punishment and reward. When
completed in immersive VR, subjects showed an impaired
decision-making in contrast to a desktop-3D condition. Since
decision-making can be influenced by emotions, the higher visual
angle on the VE might explain this effect. The design of VEs can
further affect a user’s emotional state. Hence, administrating the
IGT in different VEsmight lead to different selection patterns and
decision-making results.

3 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

To analyze the effects of a higher immersion without an increased
visual angle on the task and VE design on decision-making, we
developed three IGT applications: a low immersion Desktop, a
high immersion VR Desktop, and a high immersion VR Forest
version. While all versions implement the same IGT realization,
they differ in the medium used and environment. The Desktop
version displays the virtual IGT on a physical computer screen.
The VR Desktop version replicates the physical laboratory as a
3D-model-based VE. It displays the virtual IGT on a 3Dmodel of
the physical computer screen. The virtual computer screen has
the same dimensions as the physical computer screen. The VR
Forest version uses a 3D-model-based VE of a forest featuring a
wooden cabin. On the cabin’s porch, we placed the 3D model of
the computer screen on a wooden table to show the IGT

gameplay. With regard to emotional VE design, Desktop as
well as VR Desktop represent the negative side of the design
space and VR Forest follows the theoretical best characteristics.
We kept the position of the user relative to the computer screen
the same across all versions. This ensured the same visual angle
on the IGT and the surrounding environment.

3.1 Virtual Iowa Gambling Task
Our virtual IGT encodes the fixed schedule of win and loss for
each card of the original IGT version as shown in Table 1. Upon
drawing a card, the respective deck’s payout is first added to the
player’s balance, and the card’s loss value is then subtracted from
the player’s balance. Our virtual IGT plays a short sound-effect to
provide audiovisual feedback and displays the four card decks
lying face down. Additionally, the system displays the player’s
current balance and initial loan with two labeled bars. A green bar
indicates the player’s balance and an orange bar indicates the
initial loan. The virtual IGT adjusts the length of the balance bar
according to the win and loss of a game round. Simultaneously,
the system displays the payout and, in the case of a loss, also the
lost money as displayed in Figure 2. The information is displayed
for 2 s. During this payout phase, a player cannot draw a new
card. After drawing 40 cards from a single deck, the respective
deck becomes inactive. The virtual IGT informs the player about
the completion of the task after the 100th card is drawn.

Our realization of the virtual IGT features two core
interactions: 1) selection of a deck and 2) drawing a card from
the selected deck as depicted in Figure 3. To ensure for a
comparability between the three versions, the interactions and
the user interface (UI) need to be the same for all versions. We
selected the HTC Vive Pro (HTC Corporation, 2011–2021) as the
output device for the VR version. Research demonstrated a better

FIGURE 2 | Decks are displayed lying face down. The orange bar indicates a player’s loan and the green bar represents the current balance. Top left: The player’s
win is displayed for 2 s. Top right: The loss is shown for 2 s. Bottom left: A player drew all cards from a deck. Bottom right: The player drew 100 cards and finished
the task.
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performance when requiring subjects to first draw a physical card
before making the same selection in the computerized version of
the IGT in contrast to only drawing cards in the computerized
IGT (Vanhille et al., 2018). The same study revealed a better
performance for touch interactions on a tablet in comparison to
clicking with a mouse. However, the results only show that the
type of task administration yields different results, but causes no
negative effect on the validity of virtual-only versions of the IGT.
Hence, we implemented a singleHTC Vive game controller as the
main input device for the virtual IGT. Using the controller’s
touchpad, a player can physically and directly select a deck and
draw a card from it as displayed in Figure 4. Since the IGT
features four decks, we defined four zones on the touchpad. A
player selects a deck by merely touching a specific zone or moving
the finger over the touchpad until the desired zone is activated. A

black frame marks the currently selected deck. Pressing the
touchpad draws a card from the deck. The controller is
physically and visually present when playing the desktop
version. Therefore, we implemented it as a diegetic UI element
in the VR versions by using its 3D model as Figure 5 displays
(LaViola et al., 2017).

We developed the virtual IGT with Unity 2019.3.10f1 (Unity,
2021) using the SteamVR plugin version 1.2.3 (Valve
Coorperation, 2015–2021). The virtual IGT is a prefab
allowing for a free positioning inside of VEs.

3.2 Environmental Design
For playing the desktop condition, we used a computer setup in
one of our laboratories. The lab consists of a large corner desk
with three monitors and a chair as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 3 | Visualization of the IGT game loop. After selecting a deck, players can draw a card. The IGT checks the player’s selection, executes the payout process
and checks if the deck is empty as well as if the IGT is complete.

FIGURE 4 | Visualization of the IGT selection technique. Each card deck has a respective zone on the controller’s touchpad. By swiping the finger over the sensor, a
user selects a deck. The user draws a card by pressing down the touchpad.

FIGURE 5 |Wematched the position of the virtual screens with the physical screen. In all conditions, participants sat at a distance of 1.3 m away from the screen.
Left: Participant plays the desktop version. Right: Participant completes a VR version of the IGT.
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Participants played the IGT on the computer screen in the center.
Following the characteristics of emotionally negative
environment design, we shut the blinds of the windows and
illuminated the room with ceiling lights. This resulted in the
laboratory being a cooly-lit and closed environment without
access to nature. In addition, this setup ensured the same
environmental conditions throughout a day. The door of the
room is located on the opposite side of the windows. Next to it, we
positioned a small desk and a chair for the experimenter. For the
VR Desktop version, we created an exact 3D-model-based VE of
the laboratory as displayed in Figure 1. This laboratory VE also
elicits the negative aspects of emotional environment design.

In contrast, VR Forest is based on the theoretical best
characteristics of a positive emotional design as discussed in
Section 2.3. We created a forest VE featuring a pleasant
atmosphere to induce positive emotions in the participants. In
detail, we designed a landscape of hills covered with conifers and
bushes to create a pleasant view with different vegetation. We
decided to use a brightly lit daylight setting with a few light clouds
in the sky. To increase the plausibility of interacting with the IGT
in the forest, we placed a wooden cabin in the VE. We further
placed a rustic style wooden table and chair on the cabin’s terrace
as shown in Figure 1. For showing the gameplay of the IGT, we
positioned the same virtual computer screen as in the VR Desktop
on the wooden table. To lighten up the VE, we positioned colorful
bright flowers in the participants’ field of view.We created the VE
with Unity using prefab assets.

4 METHODS

Based on our theoretical considerations in Section 2 and the
design of the three IGT versions described in Section 3, we
assume the following hypotheses:

H1: Higher immersion causes no significant impairment of
decision-making when the visual angle on the task is kept
the same.

H2: An emotionally positive environmental design evokes a
significantly higher emotional state in a user during the
completion of the IGT.

H3: An emotionally positive environmental design causes a
better IGT decision-making.

To test our hypotheses, we compared the three versions of the
IGT in a user study with respect to IGT decision-making,
presence, mood, and task load. When decision-making is
unimpaired, participants develop an understanding for the
structure of the IGT over the course of the experiment
(Bechara et al., 1997, 2005). As a result, participants no longer
deal with uncertainties when repeatedly completing the IGT.
Therefore, we chose a between subjects experimental design. We
randomly assigned the participants to one of the three conditions,
i.e., Desktop condition, VR Desktop condition, or VR Forest
condition. However, we balanced the conditions with respect
to prior VR experience of the participants. As described in section
3, the three versions differ in the medium used and environment.
Thus, the independent variables were the degree of immersion,
i.e., low immersion desktop condition and high immersion VR

condition, and environment, i.e., laboratory and forest. We only
used participants who reported no signs of gambling addiction.

Our study was approved by the Human-Computer-Media
institutional ethics review board of the University of Würzburg.

4.1 Apparatus
The experimental setup consisted of a desk, a chair, a computer
(CPU: i7–9700K, RAM: 16GB, GPU: RTX 2070), one 28 inches
computer screen (resolution: 3840 × 2160 px), an HTC Vive Pro
HMD (1440 × 1600 px resolution per eye, 110° field of view), a
single HTC Vive controller, a mouse, and a keyboard.
Participants sat at the desk throughout the entire experimental
session. While filling in the questionnaires, they could position
the chair as they wanted. For playing the IGT, we asked them to
position the chair at a specific location: 1.3 m away from the
computer screen. Since we matched the position of the virtual
screens in theVRDesktop andVR Forest version with the position
of the physical computer screen, this ensured the same visual
angle on the IGT gameplay across all conditions. The participants
used over-ear headphones for playing the Desktop version. For
the two VR versions, participants used the HTC Vive HMD
headphones.

The experimenter was required to remain in the room for
safety reasons. Research by Rockloff and Greer (2011); Molde
et al. (2017) demonstrates that the presence of an observer can
lead to less risky gambling behavior. In light of this, the
experimenter could have confounded the study. Thus, to limit
this potential confounding effect, we positioned the
experimenter’s desk out of the participant’s line of sight and
away from the center of the room. Also, the experimenter
pretended to work during the playing session.

4.2 Measures
For evaluating our virtual IGT versions and testing our
hypotheses, we used the following measures.

4.2.1 Demographics
For demographic data, we assessed a participant’s age (in years),
gender, video game experience (hours per week), VR experience
(hours total), and gambling attitude (1 � dislike, 5 � like). As an
additional control variable, the pre-questionnaire included the
Immersive Tendency Questionnaire (ITQ) (Witmer and Singer,
1998) to assess a participant’s immersive tendency, their current
alertness as well as fitness, and their ability to focus.

4.2.2 Simulator Sickness
We measured the simulator sickness for all participants before
and after the simulation using the Simulator Sickness
Questionnaire (SSQ) (Kennedy et al., 1993). The SSQ scales
range from 0 to 3. The total scores were calculated as
described by Kennedy et al. (1993). Low scores stand for low
simulator sickness.

4.2.3 Decision-Making
We used our virtual IGT to measure decision-making. As
described in section 2.1, the IGT requires subjects to draw
100 cards from four decks which are either advantageous or
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disadvantageous. The total number of advantageous minus
disadvantageous selections determines a subject’s IGT
decision-making (Bechara et al., 1998; Ernst et al., 2003;
Franken and Muris, 2005). A higher number of advantageous
cards drawn indicates a better IGT decision-making.

4.2.4 Decision Time
The virtual IGT versions further logged the decision time
(seconds) for each game round. We measured this value as a
control variable to check whether the participants were
influenced by the design of a VE. The change in decision time
can reflect the development of explicit knowledge about the IGT
(Cella et al., 2007). Thus, analyzing this variable can provide
further insights into the IGT decision-making.

4.2.5 Presence
The study included the presence questionnaire—version 3.0 (PQ)
consisting of the 19 core items (Witmer et al., 2005). The PQ
consists of 7-point Likert scales (7 � high perceived presence).

4.2.6 Task Load
The NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) (Hart and Staveland,
1988) measures the perceived task load. To facilitate the
evaluation process, we used the Raw NASA-TLX (Hart, 2006).
It eliminates the weighting process and only includes the six
subscales (Moroney et al., 1992). We calculated the score for each
subscale as described by Hart and Staveland (1988) leading to
total scores ranging from 0 to 100. Low scores mean low task load
and high performance. We administered the NASA-TLX as a
control variable to check whether the requirement to wear the
HMD or the design of the VEs affected the perceived task load.

4.2.7 Positive Affect and Negative Affect
For measuring the mood, we use the Positive and Negative Affect
Schedule (PANAS) (Watson and Clark, 1988). The PANAS
consists of two 10-item 5-point Likert scales (5 � very much).
Each scale measures one of the two primary dimensions of mood,
i.e., positive and negative effects. As we wanted to determine the
overall effect of the VE design, we only measured the mood at the
end of the experiment.

4.3 Procedure
The study took place during the Covid-19 pandemic. To ensure for
protection and hygiene, we took the following precautions. 1) Each
participant was required to disinfect their hands before and after the
study, constantly wear a mask, and report whether they stayed in a
risk area or show signs of an illness. 2) The experimenter was
required to disinfect their hands, constantly wear a mask, and daily
report whether they show signs of an illness. 3) The experimenter
and the participant were required to keep at least a distance of 1.5 m
4) All touched surfaces and used devices, e.g., HMD, controllers,
keyboard, had to be cleaned with a disinfectant product after each
experimental trial. 5) The laboratory had to be ventilated for at least
15 min after each experimental trial.

After being welcomed, the experimenter told the participant to
sit down at the desk, to read the study information, and to sign an
informed consent form. Each participant had to fill in the

Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI) (Caler et al., 2016).
We administered the PGSI as a safety measurement to protect
them against gambling related harm. This 9-item questionnaire
measures the severity of a gambling addiction by considering a
person’s gambling behavior over the past year (Ferris andWynne,
2001). We only allowed participants that scored 0 on the PGSI to
take part in the experiment. Afterwards, participants filled in the
pre-questionnaire consisting of the demographics questionnaire,
ITQ, and SSQ. At the end of the pre-questionnaire, the
participants received written and illustrated instructions about
the IGT gameplay. Here, we also used the images of Figure 4 to
explain the card selection interaction technique. Subsequently,
the experimenter instructed the participants to position their
chairs at the correct location. The participants completed the IGT
in the randomly assigned version. In the case of a VR condition,
we also informed them about the functionality of the HMD and
the symptoms of cybersickness. After completing the IGT, the
participants filled in the post-questionnaire consisting of the PQ,
SSQ, NASA-TLX, and PANAS. Finally, we explained the goal of
the experiment as well as the IGT’s fixed schedule of win and loss,
showed a short educational video about problem gambling, and
thanked the participants. In the case of a VR condition, we
reminded them of the effects of cybersickness. Figure 6
provides an overview of our procedure.

4.4 Participants
We recruited participants from the staff and students enrolled at
the University of Würzburg. Participants belonging to the group
of students were rewarded with credits mandatory for obtaining
their program of study’s degrees. In total, 60 participants took
part in the study. Table 3 provides an overview of the
participants’ demographic data. 48 participants reported a
previous VR experience (M � 62.53h, SD � 120.14h) and 46
participants reported to play video games forM � 4.95h per week
(SD � 6.02h). None of them had completed the IGT before.

5 RESULTS

For comparing the results, we computed an analysis of variance
(ANOVA). We used a repeated measures analysis of variance
(RM-ANOVA) to analyze the decision-making patterns over the
course of the task. Effect sizes were determined by computing η2.
We used Pearson’s r to check for correlations. Table 4 gives an
overview of the descriptive statistics.

5.1 Simulator Sickness
We found no significant difference between the two times of
measurement for the SSQ for the VR Desktop, t (19) � 3.02, p �
0.78, and the VR Forest, t (19) � 0.17, p � 0.87, conditions.
However, in the Desktop condition the simulator sickness was
significantly lower after the stimulus with a medium effect size, t
(19) � 3.01, p < 0.01, d � 0.68.

5.2 Decision-Making
We computed and analyzed the traditional and intertemporal IGT
scores, i.e., (C + D)—(A + B) (Bechara et al., 1998; Ernst et al., 2003;
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Franken and Muris, 2005). We found no significant difference
between the three conditions with respect to IGT decision-
making, F (2, 57) � 1.00, p � 0.37, η2 � 0.03; see Figure 7 left.
Splitting the intertemporal IGT decision-making in segments of 20
draws, we found no significant effect of the condition on the
decision-making patterns, F (6.55, 186.79) � 1.14, p � 0.34, η2 �
0.02; see Figure 8, using a Greenhouse-Geisser correction.

Due to the dual conception of risk, the IGT results can also be
scored according to frequency of preference for immediate
reinforcement, i.e., (B + D)—(A + C) (Singh, 2013). We found
no significant difference between the conditions with respect to
the frequency of reinforcement IGT decision-making, F (2, 57) �
0.54, p � 0.59, η2 � 0.02; see Figure 7 right. Splitting the frequency
of reinforcement IGT decision-making in segments of 20 draws,
we found no significant effect of the condition on the decision-

making patterns, F (6.49, 184.91) � 0.72, p � 0.64, η2 � 0.02, using
a Greenhouse-Geisser correction.

We found no correlation between intertemporal and
frequency of reinforcement IGT decision-making for any
demographic property, decision time, presence, task load, and
positive as well as negative affect.

5.3 Decision Time
As displayed in Figure 9, the decision time strongly declined in
all conditions during the first two phases. This reflects the
emotional learning effect (Cella et al., 2007). However,
splitting the IGT decision-time in segments of 20 draws, we
found no significant effect of the condition on the decision time, F
(2.87, 81.84) � 1.83, p � 0.15, η2 � 0.02, using a Greenhouse-
Geisser correction.

FIGURE 6 | Overview of the experimental procedure. The figure combines the individual steps with the measurements used.

TABLE 3 | Demographic data. Values are either M (SD) or N (%).

Desktop VR desktop VR forest

N � 20 N � 20 N � 20
Age 23.85 (4.23) 23.25 (4.44) 23.25 (2.69)
Males 8 (40%) 6 (30%) 8 (40%)
Females 12 (60%) 14 (70%) 12 (60%)
VR experience (number of participants) 16 (80%) 17 (85%) 15 (75%)
VR experience (hours/week) 65.36 (128.06) 33.79 (73.56) 92.07 (150.85)
Gaming experience (number of participants) 18 (90%) 14 (70%) 14 (70%)
Gaming experience (hours/week) 5.39 (5.55) 3.65 (3.94) 5.70 (8.18)
Gambling attitude 2.45 (0.95) 2.40 (0.94) 2.10 (0.85)
ITQ 4.39 (0.56) 4.58 (0.44) 4.38 (0.57)

TABLE 4 | Descriptive statistics. Values are M (SD).

Desktop VR desktop VR forest

N � 20 N � 20 N � 20
SSQ-pre 7.85 (6.75) 13.09 (14.18) 14.96 (25.31)
SSQ-post 4.49 (5.23) 13.65 (11.97) 14.40 (16.69)
IGT (intertemporal) −5.90 (25.07) 4.60 (21.30) −0.90 (23.82)
IGT (frequency of reinforcement) 5.70 (13.49) 9.20 (12.25) 10.00 (15.83)
PQ 3.55 (0.73) 4.14 (0.89) 3.69 (0.54)
Task load 21.00 (13.25) 21.79 (11.91) 25.29 (12.23)
Positive affect 20.80 (6.32) 20.20 (5.75) 21.45 (5.53)
Negative affect 20.25 (5.11) 19.70 (4.77) 21.30 (5.08)
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5.4 Presence
We did find a significant difference between the three conditions
with respect to presence, F (2, 57) � 3.54, p � 0.04, η2 � 0.11; see
Figure 10 middle left. Post hoc tests with a Tukey correction
revealed a significant difference between the conditions Desktop
and VR Desktop, t (59) � −2.55, p � 0.04, d � −0.73.

5.5 Task Load
We found no significant difference between the three conditions
with respect to task load, F (2, 57) � 0.67, p � 0.52, η2 � 0.02.

5.6 Positive Affect and Negative Affect
We found no significant difference between the three conditions
with respect to positive affect, F (2, 57) � 0.23, p � 0.80, η2 � 0.01;
see Figure 10middle right, and to negative affect, F (2, 57) � 0.53,
p � 0.59, η2 � 0.02; see Figure 10 right.

6 DISCUSSION

We found no significant difference between the two
measurements of the SSQ. Neither VR condition induced
simulator sickness. Overall, the SSQ-post scores were very low
across all conditions. However, we found a significant difference
for the desktop condition. Here, the SSQ ratings were significantly
higher before the experimental trial. This phenomenon could be
an effect of excitement or uncertainty. Alternatively, participants
could have rushed to the experiment to arrive on time. These
effects declined over the course of the experiment and led to a
significantly lower SSQ rating.

As expected, presence was rated higher in both VR conditions
in comparison to the desktop condition. Surprisingly, we only
found a significant difference between Desktop and VR Desktop
but not between Desktop and VR Forest. This result is explainable

FIGURE 7 | Tukey-style box plots for the traditional intertemporal (left) and frequency of reinforcement (right) IGT decision-making scores. The median (line within
the box), first and third quartiles (box), non-outlier range (whiskers), and outliers (dot) are shown.

FIGURE 8 | Comparison of the mean number of disadvantageous cards drawn per 20 game rounds. The error bars denote the standard deviation. The red line
indicates the threshold above which more bad than good decisions were made.
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by a higher prediction accuracy of haptic information in VR
Desktop than in VR Forest. A higher prediction accuracy leads to
increased presence ratings, whereas a low prediction accuracy
decreases presence ratings (Gall and Latoschik, 2018). As we
matched the positions of the desk and the computer screens
between Desktop and VR Desktop, we yielded coherent haptic
information in our laboratory VE. The wooden table in the forest
VE did not match the dimensions of the physical desk. This might
have influenced the presence ratings in theVR Forest condition. A
different explanation or potentially contributing factor might be a
slightly higher visual fidelity of the laboratory VE in comparison
to the forest VE. A higher visual fidelity increases the experienced
presence (McMahan et al., 2012; Ragan et al., 2015). We created
all assets for the laboratory VE ourselves. This resulted in an
almost photorealistic VE design and hence in a higher presence in
comparison to the forest VE.

Task load did not differ significantly between the conditions.
This indicates that the requirement to wear the HMD caused no
negative side-effect. It further indicates that the design of the
tested VEs did not moderate the perception of the task load.

6.1 IGT Decision-Making
Our study revealed no significant difference between the
conditions neither with respect to intertemporal nor frequency
of reinforcement IGT decision-making (see Figure 10 left).
As shown in Figure 8, the conditions did not differ
significantly with regard to the 20-card selection patterns.
Finally, the decision-making time remained unaffected by the
three virtual IGT versions. This strongly suggests that neither
immersion nor the design of our two VEs causes an impairment of
decision-making.

H1 supported: Since we kept the visual angle on the IGT the
same by either using a physical or virtual computer screen, we
only manipulated the degree of immersion. Despite the change in
immersion, IGT decision-making did not differ significantly.
Hence, there are no indications that immersion causes
impairment of decision-making as long as the visual angle on
the stimulus remains the same.

As discussed in section 2.1 and section 2.2, this result is
explainable by the Somatic Marker Hypothesis. Emotions affect
decision-making. An increased visual angle on a stimulus can lead

FIGURE 10 | Tukey-style box plots for the ratings of presence, positive affect, and negative affect. The median (line within the box), first and third quartiles (box),
non-outlier range (whiskers), and outliers (dot) are shown.

FIGURE 9 | Comparison of the mean decision time per 20 game rounds. The error bars denote the standard error.
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to a higher emotional response. We used the same visual angle on
the IGT in all conditions. Hence, the emotional response evoked
by the visual angle on the stimulus was the same between the
conditions. Analyzing the results of the PANAS revealed no
significant difference between the conditions. This backs our
assumption and is especially relevant for the comparison of
the Desktop and VR Desktop versions. These two versions only
differ with respect to immersion. Thus, by keeping the emotional
state constant, our results suggest no effect of impairment of
decision-making caused by immersion.

H2 rejected: We found no significant difference in IGT
decision-making caused by the design of the VEs. Despite our
efforts of providing the theoretically best characteristics of a
positive emotional VE design in VR Forest and of a negative
design in Desktop and VR Desktop, the tested VEs did not differ
significantly with regard to positive or negative affect. This
especially is relevant for the comparison of the VR Desktop
and VR Forest versions. These two versions only differ with
regard to the design of the VE.

This outcome could be a result of the presentation of the IGT.
We chose to present the IGT on a virtual computer screen of the
same dimensions as the physical one. In this way, the gameplay
took place in only a very small portion of the entire VE. Like in the
physical world, participants had to focus on the virtual computer
screen. Hence, the surrounding VE was not as perceptible as
when the IGT would have been presented more prominently. A
different explanation might be the structure of the task. We told
the participants to play the game. As a result, they might have felt
the urge to immediately start playing without taking in the
atmosphere of the VE. Finally, the result could be explained
by a strong effect of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; McGonigal,
2011). Evoked by the clear goal and the immediate feedback,
participants might have been in a strong state of flow. Thus, they
fully focussed their attention on the IGT gameplay and blended
out all other stimuli, i.e., the VE.

The lack of a significant difference with regard to the PANAS
results between the two VEs could also be an indication that the
visual differences were not strong enough. A real-world forest
provides a different scent, temperature, sound, and overall
atmosphere that goes beyond the visual illusion of being in a
forest. Despite these limitations, our two VEs should still facilitate
an investigation into the effect evoked by the VE design in our
first experiment. Here, we used an aquarium VE that created the
visual illusion of being underwater without providing any other
stimuli. Similar to the forest VR, the aquarium also elicited some
characteristics of a positive emotional design, e.g., a daytime
environment featuring warm colors.

H3 rejected: The tested VEs did not influence the participants’
emotional state. Thus, they caused no effect on IGT decision-
making as explained by the Somatic Marker Hypothesis. As a
result, being immersed in the two tested VEs causes no
impairment of decision-making.

6.2 Limitations
The study took place during the Covid-19 pandemic. New
governmental measures regarding a lockdown went into effect
over the course of the experiment. Despite our measurements for

protection and hygiene, these events might have subconsciously
affected the participants. The unconscious effects potentially
influenced the emotional state of the participants. The
unconscious effects further might have reduced the positive
and negative affect evoked by the design of the VEs.

Aside from the Covid-19 pandemic, the measurements for
protection and hygiene potentially affected our results even
further. A few participants reported fogging of the HMD
lenses caused by the requirement of wearing a mask. While
not totally obscuring their view, the fogging might have
limited the perception of the surrounding VE. As a result, the
differences between the VR Desktop and VR Forest conditions
might have been mostly blocked out. The participants saw the
IGT gameplay on the virtual computer screen, but not the VE
itself. The fogging further reduced the field of view of the HMD
and hence reduced the immersion. This potentially could have
affected the perceived presence of the participants.

Our tested VEs only differed with regard to the overall
environmental characteristics to evoke either positive or
negative emotions. Considering the overall research goal of
investigating the risk potential of gambling in VR, this leaves
out gambling related aspects such as visual cues disguising losses
as wins (Graydon et al., 2017) or music (Griffiths and Parke,
2005). Although these elements also belong to the VE design, we
purposefully focussed on the overall environmental
characteristics since they are independent of the specific
structure of a gambling game. However, it would be an
interesting research direction to also investigate the influence
of specific gambling aspects on IGT decision-making.

Lastly, our study neglected a potential influence of other
prominent VR factors. Our virtual IGT could be altered by
providing an embodiment of the participant (IJsselsteijn et al.,
2006; Slater et al., 2009; Lugrin et al., 2015). The experience of an
illusion of virtual body ownership increases presence (Waltemate
et al., 2018). Research by Riva et al. (2007) demonstrates that
presence increases experienced emotions. As a result of this, IGT
decision-making may be affected. Embodiment further can evoke
the Proteus effect (Yee and Bailenson, 2007). Depending on the
avatar appearance (Latoschik et al., 2016; Roth et al., 2016),
providing an embodiment could also influence the IGT.

7 Implications
In combination with our previous study’s results (Oberdörfer
et al., 2020), these findings are notable. The first IGT VR study
found a significant difference between a desktop and a VR version
of the IGT with regard to decision-making. The two versions
directly embedded the IGT in a VE. As a result, the VR version
provided a higher visual angle on the task. Thus, we hypothesized
that the higher visual angle was the true cause for the measured
difference. Our results of the present study test this hypothesis,
thus extending the findings of the first experiment. We
investigated whether immersion causes an impairment of
decision-making when the visual angle remains unchanged.
We further evaluated the effects of different VE designs. Since
neither immersion nor design of the VEs caused an impairment
of decision-making, our results provide first indications that the
higher visual angle on the IGT in VR potentially causes the
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significant difference in decision-making. To validate our result,
future work should focus on a comparison of different visual
angles on the IGT in the same VE. With such an experimental
design, the effect of the visual angle on IGT decision-making can
be analyzed.

Taken together, our results lead to the following implications.
1) We demonstrate that high visual immersion does not affect
IGT decision-making as long as the visual angle on the task is kept
the same. As a result, 2) using immersive VR can safely be used
for decision-making training in critical situations as well as for
therapeutic applications. 3) We further recommend that the
visual angle on a game should be considered when assessing the
overall risk potential of a VR gambling game. Research already
demonstrates a higher risk potential of gambling games when
played in immersive VR (Heidrich et al., 2019).

8 CONCLUSION

This article reported novel findings on IGT decision-making in
immersive VR. Our contributions are twofold. We 1) investigated
the effects of immersion and design of VEs on decision-making
and 2) compared our results to our first study of administrating
the IGT in VR. We kept the visual angle on the IGT the same
across all conditions.

8.1 Findings
We found no significant impairment of decision-making caused by
the degree of immersion or the design of the VEs. Furthermore, our
conditions did not differ significantly with regard to positive and
negative affect. Combined with the findings of our previous IGT VR
experiment (Oberdörfer et al., 2020), our results provide first
indications for a moderating effect of the visual angle on IGT
decision-making. A higher visual angle increases emotional
responses to stimuli (Gall and Latoschik, 2020) and hence
potentially directly affects decision-making. Additionally, for
assessing the overall risk of an immersive VR gambling game, we
recommend that the visual angle on the game is considered.

8.2 Future Work
Future work should focus a comparison of varied visual angles on
the IGT. Such an experiment could validate whether the visual
angle truly effects IGT decision-making. A different research

direction should be to investigate whether other prominent VR
factors influence decision-making. For instance, using an
embodied VE and manipulating the avatar appearance could
have an effect on IGT decision-making in immersive VR.
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